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Learning iCloud Data Management: A Hands-On Guide to Structuring Data for iOS and OS XAddison Wesley, 2014

	“A great read for iOS developers who want to learn if iCloud is right for their app and dive right in with lots of practical code examples.”

	—Jon Bell, UXLaunchpad.com


	 


	Get Hands-On Mastery of iCloud Data Management for...
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Webmin Administrator's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Welcome to Webmin Administrator's Cookbook. This book provides over a hundred practical recipes for solving real-world system administration tasks through a convenient tool called Webmin.

	

	Running an internet-connected private server used to be expensive and available mainly to larger companies who either hired...
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Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make DecisionsApress, 2014

	Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make Decisions may be one of the most important books any entrepreneur or manager in a small or medium-sized enterprise will read. It combines logical...
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Windows PowerShell Best PracticesMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Expert recommendations, pragmatically applied.


	Automate system administration using Windows PowerShell best practices—and optimize your operational efficiency. With this practical guide, Windows PowerShell expert and instructor Ed Wilson delivers field-tested tips, real-world examples, and candid advice culled from...
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Interpolation and Approximation (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2014

	Interpolation and approximation offer important applications in computer science and elsewhere. This intermediate-level survey abounds in useful examples of related subjects, starting with remainder theory, convergence theorems, and uniform and best approximation. Other topics include least square approximation, Hilbert space, orthogonal...
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SharePoint 2013 WCM Advanced Cookbook (Quick Answers to Common Problems)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Take your understanding and usage of SharePoint to the highest levels with this fantastic set of recipes. From sophisticated branding to custom page layouts, it's the ultimate in web content management.


	Overview

	
		Brand SharePoint with master pages and page layouts
	
		Catalog content with...
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Electromagnetic Well Logging: Models for MWD / LWD Interpretation and Tool DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Almost all publications on borehole electromagnetics deal with idealizations that are not acceptable physically, and unfortunately, even these models are company proprietary.  On the other hand, “exact models” are only available through detailed finite element or finite difference analysis, and more often than not, simply...
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Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The top-selling beginning Java book is now fully updated!


	As an unstoppably platform-independent, object-oriented programming language, Java is used for developing web and mobile applications. In this up-to-date bestselling book, veteran author Barry Burd shows you how to create basic Java objects and clearly explains when...
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Android from A to DCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	At the time the previous edition of this book was published, there was only one way to install the Android Software Development Kit (SDK): the complicated way. Recently, though, Android has introduced the Android Developer Tools (ADT) Bundle which makes installing the SDK much easier. The ADT Bundle contains the latest Android Software...
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Digital Asset Management: Content Architectures, Project Management, and Creating Order out of Media ChaosApress, 2014

	Digital Asset Management: Content Architectures, Project Management, and Creating Order out of Media Chaos is for those who are planning a digital asset management system or interested in becoming digital asset managers. This book explains both the purpose of digital asset management systems and why an organization...
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Autodesk Smoke Essentials: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	When I started pre-production on the movie that served as the inspiration

	for this book, I was, like you, vaguely familiar with Smoke and curious about

	what its integrated capabilities could bring to my workfl ow. And like you, I was

	new to its ways — just a raw recruit. Over the course of editing my fi lm and

	participating...
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Google Glass For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	A full-color guide to everything you need to know about Google Glass! With this easy-to-use guide, you can wear your Google Glass with confidence! From setup and configuration, to learning how to tap into the amazing features of Google Glass, this book has it all. Soon you'll be taking photos and video, accessing the display, using the...
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